The summer is about over and you’re fearing the cold; 
But we’ve got one more ride planned, put the date on hold! 
Saturday, October 9th, Two thousand and Sixteen, 
We’ll ride the trails and marvel at the colors to be seen.

Wear your Marquette Cycling jersey or even a complete kit; 
We’ll provide route and SAG support, no need to pitch a fit. 
We’ll leave at 7:30 am from Raynor so try not to be late; 
Bring your helmet, water, snacks, a few friends, or even a date!

**General Information**
On Sunday, October 9th, you are invited to join President Mike Lovell, along with Marquette University faculty, staff, students and alumni on the 3rd Annual Tour de Foliage through Wisconsin’s countryside as we journey to Holy Hill and return to campus. Once again, the ride will depart at 7:30 am from Raynor Library on the MU Campus. Heading west on State Street, we will pick up additional riders at the Wauwatosa fountain at 8am. More details in the coming weeks, but a brief summary of highlights are:

- NEW THIS YEAR is an 11-mile fun ride from campus approximating [this route](#).
- Routes with distances of 58 miles from Wauwatosa or 68 miles from Marquette University
- To be as inclusive as possible, the ride will travel in three pace groups each led by a ride leader
  - 20-22 mph (you can maintain this speed for an extended period on flat terrain)
  - 18-20 mph (you can maintain this speed for an extended period on flat terrain)
  - 16-18 mph (you can maintain this speed for an extended period on flat terrain)
- SAG Support provided by Wheel and Sprocket